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ON-PREMISE EMPLOYMENT
RECOVERY CONTINUES
On-Premise employment continues along
the long road to recovery, to date the industry has only been able to fill a fraction of the
available job openings. According to preliminary data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS), June marked the sixth consecutive
month of staffing growth, which translated to
an increase of more than 1 million jobs during the first half of 2021. Despite the steady
gains, the industry was still nearly 1.3 million
jobs – or 10% – below pre-pandemic employment levels.
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branding in retail marketing is critical for
business success. The Craft Beer Marketing
Awards recognized a few Maryland breweries:
Flying Dog in Frederick; Full Tilt in Baltimore;
and Union Craft in Baltimore.
Congratulations to these breweries and
their creative marketing. n

To kick-off the ‘Great Reopening’ column
series, Teddy spoke with Mark Hemmis of The
Phoenix Upper Main in Ellicott City. Hemmis
addresses the current state of affairs from the
perspective of someone that has suffered
through a couple unscheduled closings. Even
though Hemmis struggles to fully staff his
place, he offers a unique point of view, “…we
need more restaurants in town!”
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I hope you'll check out Teddy’s ‘What the
Great Reopening Looks Like in Ellicott City,”
on page 26.

THE CRAFT BEER
MARKETING AWARDS
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The Craft Beer Marketing Awards recently
announced the winners from around the
globe.
This is the first of its kind international
global competition to recognize the artwork, design and retail marketing efforts
behind craft beer. Creative artwork and
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EDITORIAL

It’s not for a lack of trying that restaurant
and bar employment remains well below prepandemic levels. Indeed, ‘help wanted’ and
‘now hiring’ signs are more plentiful now than
at any other point in recent history.
Beverage Journal Staff writer Teddy
Durgin has his first installment, in this August
edition, of a series of articles that will be featured each month through the end of 2021.
Teddy is taking a look at the “Great Reopening” the on-premise industry is working to
make a reality. Hiring challenges are proving
to be one of the key obstacles in getting
‘back to normal’.
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Larios® Gin, 40% Alc./Vol., 100% Grain Neutral Spirits, © 2021 Beam Suntory Import Co., Chicago, IL

NEW
PRODUCTS
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1. SVEDKA CHERRY LIMEADE VODKA

Svedka Vodka is releasing its latest flavor,
Cherry Limeade. A combination of cherry
and limeade flavors with citrus, Svedka
Cherry Limeade is the newest flavor from
the imported vodka company. The flavor
combination joins a portfolio that includes
Blue Raspberry, Strawberry Lemonade, Mango
Pineapple, and many others.

SRP: $14.99 per 750ml, $15.99 per 1L
svedka.com

4. OSMOSIS

Osmosis, a new brand created by Vino del
Sol by co-winemaker Martina Galeano, is
a low-alcohol, zero-sugar, low-calorie wine
created with sustainably farmed grapes
from Argentina. The brand launches with a
Sauvignon Blanc. Galeano and Vino del Sol
president and cofounder Matt Hedges use
grapes from sustainably farmed, estate-grown
vineyards in Alto Agrelo, Mendoza. A red blend
will follow.

SRP: $14.99 per 750ml bottle
osmosiswines.com
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2. BREAD & BUTTER PROSECCO

Bread & Butter Wines launched its
first sparkling wine, the Bread & Butter
Prosecco. Bread & Butter winemaker Linda
Trotta worked with a 90-year-old, familyowned winery in Fossalta di Piave near
Venice, Italy, to craft this extra dry Prosecco.

SRP: $15.99
breadandbutterwines.com

5. FIORE

Non-alcohol producer Figlia debuts Fiore,
floral, bitter, and aromatic, with notes of
rose, bitter orange, and clove. Fiore is made
with all-natural botanicals and is vegan
and gluten free with no added sugar, no
preservatives, and no alcohol. Figlia Fiore’s
packaging is recyclable.

SRP: $43 per 750ml
drinkfiglia.com

4
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3. SIPSMITH STRAWBERRY SMASH

Sipsmith Strawberry Smash (40% ABV)
is an LTO offering tied to the tennis
championships at Wimbledon. It is distilled
using Wimbledon strawberries from the
2020 harvest in Kent, England. As a result
of the absence of the tournament last year,
the strawberries were instead used to mark
the partnership between Sipsmith and
Wimbledon.

SRP: $29.99
sipsmith.com

6. GAME BOX WINES

O'Neill Vintners & Distillers launches Game
Box Wines, a range of premium, vintagedated, California-appellation boxed wines
made by Steven Decosta, who sources
grapes from locations across California. The
brand includes at introduction Chardonnay,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Grigio and a
Red Blend variety. The three-liter packaging
reduces packaging waste and cost.

SRP: $25 per 3-liter box
gameboxwine.com

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

Does your cooler
need a
Face Lift?

Does your
cooler
suffer from:

Х Bad shelving?
Х Leaky doors?
Х Foggy glass?
Х Lighting on the fritz?

Call Today for a FREE cooler health
check! Mention “BEVERAGE JOURNAL”
for an extra $50 OFF a future service.
*$50 discount on purchase of Service within 30 days
of a free health check.

Like us at

facebook.com/CAREYSALESANDSERVICES

Serving the Local Beverage Industry since 1933
3141 Frederick Ave. Baltimore, MD

410-945-7878 or 800-848-7748 • careysales.com

Thinking of Selling your Business?
Thinking of Selling your Business?

“ Are you looking for professionalism,

CONFIDENTIALITY, and a dealmaker? ”

“ Do you want to maximize value

with the comfort of not leaving money
on the table? ”

Steve Atkins, Principal Broker
Business Intermediary

“ Looking for an Industry Expert trained

Email: atkins.steve@comcast.net
www.atkinsrealtygroup.com

in the process with an
active database of buyers? ”

Atkins Business Solutions
A division of Atkins Realty Group, Inc.

Call us today!

410-757-4965

NEW
PRODUCTS
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7. JIM BEAM ORANGE

Jim Beam launched its latest flavored whiskey:
Jim Beam Orange, combining orange flavor
with Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey to
give a twist to summer cocktails such as a Jim
Beam Orange Highball. It joins the established
Jim Beam line of flavors: Peach, Apple, Vanilla,
Fire (cinnamon and spice) and Red Stag (black
cherry). 65 proof.

SRP: $15.99 per 750ml bottle
jimbeam.com

10. FINLANDIA BOTANICAL

Finlandia Botanical is a new line of vodkabased spirits from Finlandia. The two infusions,
Cucumber & Mint and Wildberry & Rose, are
bottled at 60 proof and contain no artificial
flavors, added sugars, or artificial sweeteners.
They are 73 calories per serving.

SRP: $15.99 per 750ml bottle
finlandia.com
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8. FUNDY GIN

Fundy Gin, a western-style gin from Nova
Scotia, has arrived. Double-distilled from corn,
blended and proofed into am 80-proof vodka,
the spirit is returned to the still with eight local
botanicals including the required minimum 50
percent basket weight of juniper; in distilling,
the gin passes over Bay of Fundy beach stone.

SRP: $49.99 per 750ml bottle
fundygin.com

11. APEROL SPRITZ

Italian aperitivo Aperol is launching a
limited-release Aperol Spritz Ready to Enjoy
cocktail. The Aperol Spritz Ready to Enjoy
introduces a way to replicate the experience
of a freshly made Aperol Spritz, one of the
world's most popular cocktails. The Aperol
Spritz Ready to Enjoy is 9% ABV.

SRP: $14.99 per 3-pack 200ml bottles
aperol.com

11

12

9. 1800 TEQUILA THE ULTIMATE
MARGARITA BLACK CHERRY

1800 Tequila The Ultimate Margarita Black
Cherry is the latest cocktail from 1800, created
with tequila blended with the flavor of berries,
plums, orchard fruit, orange peel, vanilla and
lime. 1800 Tequila The Ultimate Margarita
Black Cherry joins its range including Original,
Pineapple, Peach, Watermelon, Jalapeno Lime
and Raspberry.

SRP: $21.99 per 1.75L bottle
1800tequila.com

12. MYX LIGHT WINE

MYX Beverage LLC has entered the lowcalorie wine category. Partnered with Royal
Wine Corporation, the Niki Minaj-backed
brand launched MYX Light Chardonnay
and MYX Light Rosé with 125 calories and
13 grams total carbs per 250ml can and 5%
ABV in four-packs of 250ml cans. The wines,
imported from Italy, are kosher certified.

SRP: $12 per 4-packs of 250ml cans
myxfusions.com

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW
NEW ORPHAN

Orphan Barrel Copper Tongue,
from Tennessee’s Cascade
Hollow Distillery, is a cask
strength 16-year-old straight
bourbon whiskey, the stocks
for which were discovered by
general manager and distiller
Nicole Austin in Cascade
Hollow Distilling's single-story
rickhouses. This is the second
Orphan Barrel release from
Cascade Hollow Distilling Co.,
and the first from Austin. At 89.8
proof, Orphan Barrel Copper
Tongue is a highly limited
release, with an SRP of $100.

DANISH DELIGHT

Stauning Danish Whisky made its debut stateside with a collection
of whiskies from Jutland, Denmark: flagship Stauning Rye (51 percent
malted rye, 49 percent malted barley), triple malt Stauning Kaos (a
blend of rye, smoked and unsmoked single malt), and peated and
heather-smoked Stauning Smoke (100 percent malted barley). Using
all local barley and rye floor-malted in-house, the whiskies range in
proof (from 92 to 96) and SRP ($79.99 to $99.99)

LUCKY NUMBER 13 FOR
RUSSELL’S RESERVE

New from Wild Turkey: Russell’s Reserve
13-Year-Old, a 114.8-proof Kentucky straight
bourbon from master distiller Eddie Russell, now
celebrating 40 years of bourbon making at the
Wild Turkey Distillery. Russell’s Reserve 13-YearOld pays tribute to the distillery’s heritage
pioneered by master distiller Jimmy Russell
while showcasing son Eddie's ability to develop
flavor through aging and identifying high quality
barrels. SRP $69.99 SRP per 750ml bottle.

COLORADO WHEAT WHISKEY

EVAN WILLIAMS 1783 BACK TO 90 PROOF

Evan Williams Bourbon announced a major redesign of its Evan Williams
1783 Small Batch. The brand is returning to its original proof with new
packaging celebrating Kentucky Bourbon’s first licensed endeavor, named
after the year Evan Williams first opened a distillery on the Ohio River. The
small-batch bourbon, made from 300 barrels or fewer and aged six to
eight years, returns to 90 proof, the second-highest in the Evan Williams
family. Evan Williams 1783 Small Batch’s mash bill is 78 percent corn, 12
percent malted barley, and 10 percent rye. SRP $20 for 750ml bottle.
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Laws Distillery released its Bonded
Centennial Straight Wheat Whiskey,
made from 100 percent soft, white
Centennial wheat grown in the high
altitude San Luis Valley of Southern
Colorado. This heirloom varietal of
spring wheat makes a soft and floral
whiskey with a bright, clean finish,
says the maker. Aged four-plus years
in 53-gallon charred oak barrels, it’s
bottled at 100 proof, with an SRP of $75
per 750ml bottle.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com
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OFFER YOUR CUSTOMERS THE CLASSIC
ITALIAN APERITIF IN A CONVENIENT TRIAL SIZE

375ML

is one of the fastest
growing sizes in
super premium
Cordials1

Aperol

OUTPACES
Cordial category
growth by
vol. & val.2

Aperol Spritz
is a World’s

TOP-10
best-selling
cocktail3

CONTACT YOUR CAMPARI AMERICA SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.

Source: 1 5Y Vol/Val CAGR Nielsen w/e 5.1.21, 2 Nielsen L13 w/e 3.27.21, 3 Drinks International 2021
Aperol® Liqueur. 11% alc./vol. (22 Proof). ©2021 Campari America, New York, New York. Please enjoy responsibly.

THE FUTURE OF THE WINE AND
SPIRITS SALES REP
RETAIL AND RESTAURANT PURCHASING MAY BE NORMALIZING,
BUT THE WAY BUYERS INTERACT WITH IMPORTER AND DISTRIBUTOR
REPS HAS CHANGED FOR GOOD

I

n recent years, many importer and distributor
sales representatives have begun to suspect
that tired methods of selling wine and spirits
needed to better adapt to the demands of the

21st century, but the past year has accelerated that shift.

The subtle changes were almost imperceptible. After all, the
end result was the same: a sale to a restaurant, bar, or retailer.
However, the market volatility, technological advances, and
social upheavals of the past year created many modifications to
the way wine and spirits are bought and sold at wholesale. Today—
and increasingly in the future—the role of salesperson will require

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ISTOCK

BY SCOTT ROSENBAUM

more adaptability, client understanding,
digital know-how, and business savvy
than ever before.
“We knew the players and pieces:
buyers and accounts. Now the chessboard is being reset. It’s tabula rasa,”
says Ryan Looper, the director of De
Maison East, a New York and New Jersey
distributor of Spanish and French wines
and spirits.
To catalog how recent changes have
affected wine and spirits sales reps, we
spoke with industry members about
how this role is evolving and what the
future holds.

holistic understanding of the business. A
salesperson used to be a wine and spirit
products communicator. Now they must
be an industry communicator, prepared to
discuss anything from supply chain issues
to how tariffs are affecting pricing.
“Without the knowledge of the
business, you're just showing wine,” says
Christian Gourdin, a Baltimore-based field
sales manager for Breakthru Beverage.

“It's no longer enough to
know your customers;
now you need to
know your customers'
customers.”

KELLY MITCHELL PHOTOGRAPH BY RAQUEL CAMPBELL / ILLUSTRATIONS COURTESY OF ISTOCK

– Kelly Mitchell, Skurnik Wines & Spirits

Adapting to an Expanded Role
Much like the pandemic forced many
sommeliers and beverage directors to
don GM hats as restaurants tightened
their belts, wholesale managers and reps
have found their roles expanding and
folding into one another. “My title is area
manager, but I'm currently functioning
as a sales rep,” says Amelia Di Marco, a
New York-based area manager for wine
producer Avignonesi. Whereas Di Marco
would typically work with her company’s
distributor partners, she’s now spending
more time selling directly to restaurant
and retail clients.
Looper emphasizes the need for his
team to be problem solvers, so his salespeople don’t have titles on their business cards. “When you don't have a title,
it doesn't define you,” he says. “The title
doesn't absolve you from the responsibility of serving the account because you’re
not ‘customer service’ or ‘logistics.’”
Selling alcohol now requires a more

Appointments Are Limited—So
Optimize Them
Buyers have always been busy, but between
staffing shortages, consumer excitement
to get out and about, and longtime avoidance of in-person meetings, appointments
are far more scarce.
“I don't think the sales rep of old exists; it's much more dynamic,” says Looper.
“You used to be a postman: visiting accounts, having a route. Now reps need to
be more like jazz musicians.”
Gone are the days of dropping into accounts unexpectedly. “Popping into an account is less effective than it used to be,
and samples don't stretch as far as they
used to [when you have fewer appointments],” says Kelly Mitchell, a northern
New Jersey sales rep for Skurnik Wines
& Spirits. Dropping off smaller bottles of
samples specifically requested by buyers is
an effective technique rather than hauling
around a full bag of bottles.
This also translates to diminished effectiveness of ride-alongs, when a producer representative would accompany reps
on their sales calls. Many sources note
that buyers want to be connected to makers rather than sellers—particularly be-

cause they have been cut off from producers over the past year—so they prioritize
ride-alongs with winemakers or distillers
rather than national sales managers and
brand ambassadors.
Instead of relying on drop-ins, sales
reps should plan their schedules around
specific client expectations. “Appointments now must be tied to a need,” says
Mitchell. “They are much more intentional
by design. The amount of time spent communicating prior to the meeting has increased.”
When reps do get an appointment,
they need to optimize it by knowing what
the buyer wants. “Accounts have less willingness to spend a long time with sales
reps,” says Di Marco. “Before we had
30-minute meetings. Now it's: ‘How do we
get their attention in 15 minutes or less?’”
Use those extra minutes to do some
research before the meeting. “That’s
homework time,” adds Di Marco. “When I
speak with a customer they know I understand their needs and I’m not just repeating what I told someone else.”

INDUSTRY FOCUS

– Ryan Looper, De Maison East

Client Customization
Is More Important
More than ever, reps need to put themselves in their clients’ shoes. “You must
have empathy for your customer. Not
everyone has the time, dollars, mental
health, or emotional bandwidth to make
an appointment,” says Robyn E. Lustbader,
a sales representative for Lagniappe Beverage in Chicago.
At times, that may mean prioritizing
buyer relationships over sales goals. “The
goals have been put to the side; get the
relationship right so that when things get
back, we're at the front of the gate,” says a
sales rep at a large California wholesaler,
who asked to remain anonymous.
“It’s no longer enough to know your
customers; now you need to know your
customers’ customers,” says Mitchell.
Traditionally, this feedback would come
through in-store tastings and the ability
for a rep to grab a drink at the bar. With
reservations and bar seats in high demand,
sales reps need to get creative in order to

understand their buyers’ customers.
“Instagram is my eyes,” says the anonymous California rep. “I observe changes
to wine lists and drink specials.” Additionally, forging relationships with store
and restaurant ownership provides direct feedback about the operation’s most
pressing needs and offers a steady contact
at a time when staff constantly shuffles.
From there, sales reps can create
more individualized content for specific
accounts, as Mitchell has done over the
past year, rather than forwarding tonedeaf, generic email blasts. One effective
technique for scaling semi-customized
content is documenting client attributes
like stylistic, regional, and budgetary
preferences in a spreadsheet and sorting
as needed.

“You must have empathy
for your customer. Not
everyone has the time,
dollars, mental health, or
emotional bandwidth to
make an appointment.”
– Robyn E. Lustbader,
Lagniappe Beverage

Tapping into Technology
“There is more business done virtually
than ever before. That means less driving
and more time in front of the computer,”
says Kate MacWilliamson, a San Diegobased salesperson for Kermit Lynch Wine
Merchant.
Social media fluency is a new prerequisite for the sales role, one that didn’t exist just five years ago. Instagram can offer
good opportunities to connect with those
who are selling your products on the floor,
but it’s important to connect directly with
restaurant and retail staff, not just the official client account.
Additionally, commenting and appropriately tagging relevant content tends
to yield greater engagement than simply
“liking” a photo. Using Instagram Stories
and Live have become part of many reps’

routines, and with many international producers still unable to travel to the U.S., Instagram Live tastings or conversations can
serve to connect buyers with producers.
With the flood of distributor ecommerce platforms like Breakthru Beverage’s Breakthru Now and Republic National Distributing Company’s eRNDC, more
sales are being placed digitally than ever
before. “Technology like SevenFifty and
proprietary apps like Breakthru Now allow
reps to offer better service,” says Gourdin.
But technology isn’t a cure-all. Rather,
these platforms should be viewed as timesavers—time that now needs to be used to
cultivate bonds with buyers. “It still boils
down to relationships,” says Gourdin. “If I
have good relationships, people will want
to see me.” ■

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ROBYN E. LUSTBADER

“I don't think the sales
rep of old exists; it's
much more dynamic. You
used to be a postman...
visiting accounts, having
a route. Now reps need
to be more like jazz
musicians.”

PROOF

ABSINTHE REFINED

Absente Absinthe Refined, 55% Alc./Vol. (110 proof ), Imported from France, by Crillon Importers Ltd., Paramus, NJ
@absinthe_absente

HOW UNREGULATED CANNABIS
IS THREATENING WEST COAST 		
WINE GROWERS
CANNABIS CULTIVATION CREATES RESOURCE COMPETITION AND 		
COULD THREATEN TOURISM IN WINE COUNTRY—BUT SOME ARGUE
THAT PROPER REGULATION COULD BENEFIT PREMIER REGIONS

T

he West Coast wine industry can adapt—
we’ve seen it do so in response to wildfires,
drought, even a pandemic. But can it handle
having a new crop for a neighbor?

Cannabis farms are on the rise in and around many appellations
of wine-centric states like California and Oregon; according to
BDS Analytics, a Boulder, Colorado-based cannabinoid research

firm, legal cannabis sales in California increased by $586 million
in 2020, and the Oregon market expanded by 39 percent. They’re
the expected byproduct of recent legalization and a flourishing
U.S. industry, one that totaled over $17.5 billion in 2020 alone—and
that’s just the legal sector.
Concerns in many regional wine communities are on the
rise, too, particularly as lack of regulation creates competition
for labor, illegal resource use, and skyrocketing land prices. But
while some vintners and grape growers see cannabis as a threat to
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STEPHANIE HONIG BY ADRIAN GREGORUTI

regional tourism, wine quality, and brand
reputation, others argue that proper
cannabis regulation and cultivation can
actually bolster premium wine regions.
Can these two crops coexist on the same
turf? Or are the two highly-profitable
agriculture sectors on a collision course?

Competition for Resources,
Land, and Labor
Since cannabis cultivation landed in the
Rogue Valley of southern Oregon, growing grapes has become far more challenging, says Michael Moore, the general
manager of Quail Run Vineyards. “Everyone down here in the grape, pear, and
row crop business is furious about the
past couple years of totally unregulated
hemp operations,” he says.
Last year was Moore’s most difficult
harvest yet, and not just because of the
pandemic. He and many of his colleagues
had trouble getting labor during harvest,
unable to compete with the cash rates
offered by area cannabis grows. Moore
equates the wine and cannabis duality to
a pair of houses being built: The former
requires permits, inspections, and taxes,
while the latter is done in cash and subject
to none of the scrutiny and oversight.
“The overall goal of everyone taking
issue with hemp is strictly that it be regulated, and that payroll records be audited so the cash economy driving hemp
and cannabis is brought into compliance as it is with the rest of agriculture,”
says Moore. He and his wine colleagues
simply can’t compete at the moment,
losing their temp staff to the cannabis
sector, which he says is offering wages
nearly $10 greater per hour. “By paying
cash they are avoiding state and federal
taxes, social security payments, workers
comp payments,” Moore adds. “The employee has no deductions, so they get the
full amount.”
The regulatory concerns extend out of
state and beyond the financial. In Califor-

nia, where cannabis has been legal since
the end of 2016, wine and weed continue
to tussle as each county enacts its own
rules and regulations. The most extreme
version of this battle has been unfolding
in Santa Barbara County, where a hasty
approval protocol has led to scores o f giant cannabis operations in the heart of
wine country, right across the road from
grapevines.
Rex Stults, the vice president
of industry relations at Napa Valley
Vintners (NVV), is fighting for the
aesthetic. Napa Valley likes to use the
word “viewshed” to describe its natural
surroundings, fought for long ago when
mansions instead of oak-studded slopes
or tidy vineyard rows started to dot
the hillsides. The local wine industry
moved to preserve such scenery through
building regulations.
Many industry leaders from Napa have
witnessed the scene in Santa Barbara.
Stults says an overwhelming number of
NVV members have expressed concerns
about potential cannabis grows within
county lines, especially if it means large
greenhouses and unattractive production
facilities. “We don’t want little mini prison
yards popping up,” says Stults. “Wineries
don’t have barbed wire or a guy on an ATV
with a weapon.”
“We are solidly opposed to commercial
cultivation in the county,” he adds. The
NVV’s five-member board voted unanimously not to take the issue up earlier
this year, meaning it would not even be
discussed.
Competition for land itself is also a
real concern; back in Oregon, Moore says
three Rogue Valley vineyards have already
sold this year, and they have been dug
up and replanted as hemp farms. It costs
roughly $25,000 an acre to develop a vineyard, according to Moore, and setting up
an acre of cannabis tends to be even more
expensive up front with the water usage
and added infrastructure.

“Cannabis is a premium
crop that can fit into
the Napa brand. We’re
not talking about
stereotypical stoners.
We are talking about
tinctures and oils.”
– Stephanie Honig,
Napa Valley Cannabis Association

However, the profit margin is
drastically different given the disparity
in yields. According to a statement in the
Press Democrat from Sonoma County
agricultural commissioner Andrew Smith,
cannabis can reach a per-acre price of $5.5
million to $6 million each year; Sonoma
County wine grapes, on the other hand,
were valued at $11,000 per acre in 2019.
Resultantly, Moore notes that land
prices have been skyrocketing, with
friends getting offered large sums of cash
by cannabis investors for their properties
and colossal new growing greenhouses
opening up just down the road.
His concerns extend to natural
resources, especially water use during
increasingly dry conditions. Moore says

“Wine and weed are bad
agricultural neighbors.
The aroma of just
growing cannabis can
drift for miles.”
– Rex Stults, vice president of industry
relations, Napa Valley Vintners

a recent regional survey revealed that
a third of hemp growers were sourcing
water illegally.

Creating Regulatory Solutions
Others believe that with proper regulation, cannabis can not only coexist with
wine, but benefit these wine regions. “We
all know which way the market is heading,” says Stephanie Honig, who runs Honig Vineyard & Winery in Rutherford and
is the president of the Napa Valley Cannabis Association (NVCA). “I see opportunity and a way for cannabis to benefit
Napa County.”

Could Cannabis Make Wine
Regions More Attractive?
Stults contends that cannabis is primarily
after the Napa name, and that Napa Valley’s reputation as a scenic, high-quality
wine region could be disturbed if cannabis
comes to town. (Presently, cannabis growers can say “grown in Napa County” on
their work but not Napa Valley.)
Honig disagrees. “Cannabis is a premium crop that can fit into the Napa brand,”
she says. “We’re not talking about stereotypical stoners. We are talking about tinctures and oils.” She believes opponents’
concerns stem from insulation and the
age-old fear of change. “Napa Valley wine
has enjoyed double-digit growth for decades,” Honig adds.“If there wasn’t any
change back in the ’60s, we’d still be growing prunes and walnuts today.”
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ABOVE: Cannabis operations have quickly set up shop in
Rogue Valley, Oregon

Honig has spearheaded the Napa
County Cannabis Regulation Initiative,
which would amend municipal code and
allow for limited cannabis cultivation
within the agricultural watershed. It
would impose a tax on cannabis, making
it economically viable and likely ending
the underground industry. Though the
initiative made it onto the March 2020
ballot after Honig gathered 8,500 signatures in just one week, the organization
pulled the initiative ahead of the vote
because they believed the county would
pass an ordinance instead; so far, that
has not happened.
The NVCA’s plan involves reserving
just 100 acres for cannabis in the county—
all away from the viewshed—and plenty
of regulation. A tax would be levied on
the crop and setbacks would be put
into place, including a 1,000-foot buffer
between cannabis grows and any winery,
vineyard, or other cultivation area. It also
calls for compliance with environmental
regulations like water and air quality and
notes that odors may be subject to public
nuisance liability.
For cannabis cultivation opponents,
that isn’t enough. “Wine and weed are
bad agricultural neighbors,” says Stults.
“The aroma of just growing cannabis
can drift for miles.” He argues that that
poses a real threat for such a sensory

experience as wine tasting. Though the
question of whether or not cannabis
odors after the chemistry and quality of
wines grown nearby is still a fairly open
jury, some wineries worry that unwanted terpenes will show up in their bottled
products.
Both wine and cannabis growers are
also worried about drift from pesticides
and other vineyard sprays landing on
cannabis crops; cannabis pesticide regulations are quite strict, so winery and
vineyard owners could be risking expensive lawsuits.
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Bringing cannabis cultivation to traditional wine regions like Napa could
broaden the region’s audience, particularly among younger generations and nonwine drinkers. Honig believes that Napa as
we know it isn’t beckoning millennials and
Gen Z’ers to visit, but carefully-curated
and experiential cannabis tourism settings could change that.
“For the Napa Valley to stay relevant
and continue to be a leader in premium
agriculture, we should be assessing what
will be important to our consumers in
20 to 30 years and not assume consumer
behavior won’t evolve from what it is
today,” she says.
Projects like House of Saka—which
blends Carneros Pinot Noir and Chardonnay with northern California-grown

cannabis to create nonalcoholic beverages—have already attempted to demonstrate how wine and weed can coexist
at a luxury level. “The feedback has been
tremendously positive,” says cofounder
Tracey Mason, a Napa resident who has
three decades of experience as a wine
industry executive. She is on the board
of directors for NVCA, and she hopes
to one day source cannabis for House
of Saka from Napa County. “All we do is
intend to honor the Napa provenance
and the industry as a whole,” she says.
“We're just taking a fresh and innovative
approach.”
Honig also argues that no agricultural
area benefits from being a monoculture,
and diverse crops can help deter plant
pathogens and diseases and create a richer

habitat. “From an economic perspective,
a region that is dependent on one crop
is much more at risk than an area with
diverse income streams,” she adds. “Also,
there are very few crops that would be
financially viable in Napa County and
cannabis is one of them.”
“Wildfires and COVID have clearly
shown that wine country could benefit
extraordinarily from a more diverse
economic base,” adds Mason. “Cannabis is
the best way to do that.”
Could premium wine regions like
Napa excel in cannabis as they have in
wine? “If Napa grows the best cannabis
in the world, the same way we grow the
best wine grapes in the world, it will add
to our reputation, not tarnish it,” Honig
believes. ■

FAIR LABOR
PRACTICES ENTER
THE NATURAL WINE
CONVERSATION

BY VALERIE KATHAWALA

W

ithin the natural wine
world, labor practices are
an aspect of production that
have only just begun to attract the scrutiny given to,
say, cover crops or spray programs. Selling natural wine involves a narrative
about holistic farming, intimate scale, and
transparency of methods. So while the
wine industry as a whole has much to answer for when it comes to issues of worker
welfare, it’s a question that falls harder on
natural producers, who stake their claim
on making ethical, kinder-to-the-planet
wines that align with the conscious consumer’s values.
Until last summer, when star Italian natural winemaker Valentina Passa-

lacqua was implicated in allegations of
migrant worker abuse, the issue of labor
practices hadn’t been a part of the natural
wine conversation. That scandal (though
she vehemently denies any wrongdoing)
forced U.S. importers to grapple with
how to best address the human side of
production, and bring the same transparency to the way pickers and pruners
are treated as is given to levels of added
sulfites.
Some have already begun using their
platforms to raise awareness, and there is
growing interest in audits and certification programs. Others argue that the scrutiny is ineffective or misplaced. How will
the debate impact natural wine producers
and consumers?

LABOR PRACTICES
ENTER THE NARRATIVE

The Passalacqua accusations coincided
with a broader move to expose discrimination and exploitation in the wine industry,
all amid an exploding social justice movement. Whitney Pope, a sommelier and
natural wine events organizer and educator, sees the U.S. entering what she calls “a
fourth wave of natural wine awareness” focused on the human element of wine production. This collision of factors is prompting several importers to raise the profile of
winery labor practices in varying ways.
Jennifer Green, editor of GlouGlou
magazine, was one of the first wine industry members to speak out against Passalacqua's alleged role in worker mistreatment, investigating and releasing evidence
of the winemaker's role. But Green, who is
also the founder of SuperGlou, a boutique
importer of natural wines from Germany,
France, and Italy, also recognized that this
was an issue with implications beyond a
single producer. She turned the scrutiny
on the labor practices of her own 13 producers beginning in August 2020.
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THE PUSH TO MAKE WORKER WELFARE AS
IMPORTANT TO NATURAL WINE AS SULFUR
USE AND NATIVE YEASTS
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Tess Bryant

This spring, Green began to roll out labor facts labels, modeled after the familiar
nutrition label, for her producers on the
SuperGlou website. Each details the size
and nationality of the picking crew, total
number of hectares owned and bottles
produced, length of harvest and workday,
housing and meals provided, as well as
farming philosophy.
“The point of this graphic is to get
people talking,” says Green. “Why are human details inferior to tech specs? Why
aren't pickers considered part of the vintage report? We certainly didn’t know the
answers to all these questions until we
asked our producers directly.” Her hope is
that others will join her, “catalyzing a discussion across the industry.”
Tess Bryant, whose eponymous import company brings in mostly Australian
wines, adopted a similar model. Australia’s reputation for guaranteeing a high
minimum wage and generous healthcare
already offers a baseline of assurance. But
she says “a summer filled with issues that
made us, as a society, ask questions and
broaden the conversation” impelled her to
look for ways to effect change through her
own business. Her immediate response
Whitney Pope

was to request labor specifics from the 15
wineries she works with and to publish the
results on her website.
Now when she looks to add a new producer to her portfolio, she asks for a statement right away, along with production
practices and other basic details. “My role
is to share information,” says Bryant, “and
let the consumer make the final call, in the
same way that I share how someone farms
or what someone adds to their wines.”
Others are working to build internal
structures to ensure fair labor practices
within their portfolios, even going so far
as to make them contractual. Zev Rovine
Selections is one of the biggest players in
U.S. natural wine imports, representing
160 wineries across 13 countries. Founder
Zev Rovine says the injustices and unrest
of 2020 prompted him to think harder
about the labor practices of the producers
he represents.
The result is a “working contract” he is
developing in consultation with labor specialists, attorneys, and activist Ashtin Berry.
It governs sexism, racism, land stewardship,
and labor rights—including the provision
of living wages, insurance, and housing and
meals for seasonal workers. It also articulates the grounds for him to stop working
with a producer should these standards not
be met. (Rovine was previously one of two
U.S. importers of Passalacqua’s wines.)
While they may not be auditing labor
practices specifically, more importers are
being vocal about their values as a company. When husband-and-wife team Jane
Lopes and Jonathan Ross launched last
summer Legend, an Australian wine import company that is not exclusive to natural wine, they published a detailed statement of values, which includes supporting
diversity and equity at the 16 wineries they
represent. The couple also plans to ask the
producers they work with to sign a wine
industry equity pledge they helped revise
and have started compiling specific labor
practices for each of their producers to
communicate on their website.

“Why are
human
details
inferior to
tech specs?
Why aren’t
pickers
considered
part of the
vintage report?”
– Jennifer Green, SuperGlou

“Everyone wants to pour a handpicked, biodynamic wine for $12 a glass,”
says Lopes, “but the reality is that that
doesn’t exist without some level of labor
exploitation.” Providing consumers with
more information about what goes into the
glass helps explain why. “Labor standards
are almost always a conversation we have
with buyers and our distributors,” she says.
“When we do educational presentations,
we always start with a ‘why drink Australia’ section and discuss labor practices.” Her
hope is that the equity pledge will evolve
into something producers could put on
their labels or websites and in that way gain
broader consumer recognition.
MISPLACED EFFORTS AND
THE CHALLENGE OF CERTIFICATION

Some industry members worry about the
efficacy of internal auditing—and whether
these efforts may unintentionally cause
harm. “We should take a few of the big violations that have been uncovered and ask:
Would a self-reporting labor questionnaire
have prevented this?" asks Alleah Friedrichs, the co-founder and president of Bliss
Wine Imports, which represents 12 natural
wine producers from countries around the
world and operates a natural wine club.
Because producers and wholesalers are
in partnership with one another, there’s a
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– Jane Lopes, Legend Imports

conflict of interest, even with the best intentions.
The issue of moral authority raises
itself for Friedrichs, too. “Is this going to
be another example of Americans going
around the world, putting their values on
other people, and causing a mess when
they don't even understand the cultural
implications?” she wonders.
Intercultural and even generational
perceptions also present challenges: One
producer’s tradition may be an importer’s
transgression. Alice Feiring, an author,
journalist, and natural wine specialist, wonders, for instance, how importers would
regulate the many natural wine producers
who rely on family, friends, and volunteers
to prune vines or bring in a harvest.
Feiring also believes labor contracts and
labeling represent an inappropriate form of
“virtue signaling” and “policing.” In her view,
scrutiny should be directed at less widely
reported transgressions by conventional
producers, whose scale, power, and potential to do harm dwarf those of most natural
winemakers. “Yes, this issue was highlighted
in the natural wine world because we care
about it,” she says. “Now let's take it outside
of our world to where it really is an issue.’”
HOW TO MOVE FORWARD

As long as individual importers are left to
determine whether and how to assess and
report on labor practices at the wineries
they represent, the movement is likely to

Alice Feiring

remain disjointed. There is no agreement
on which specifics to focus on or how to
address them. Some importers suggest
third parties should get involved.
Ashley Taranto and her husband, Federico Parlagreco, import a handful of Italian and Austrian natural wines through
their company, Rock Paper Scissors. Taranto suggests a grassroots movement among
producers or an extension of existing natural wine associations could play a role as
third-party auditors or by including labor
practices in their certification criteria.
Models for this do exist. B Corp certification requires an assessment of how
a company’s operations impact workers,
community, customers, and the environment. While B Corps are catching on with
breweries and tea and coffee producers
around the world, relatively few wineries
have pursued the option. Fair ‘n’ Green
is a European-based certification option
specifically for wineries, which includes
criteria such as wages paid to harvesters. Dozens of wineries, including standard bearers like Clemens Busch and
Heymann-Loewenstein in Germany, are
already members. Austria offers its own
Sustainable Austria certification which
assesses social safeguards, job training,
and fair wages, among other factors.
In the absence of other resources, importers involved in this conversation agree
both trust and vigilance are critical. They
say that this past year, when in-person
visits were impossible and scrutiny was at
an all-time high, long-term relationships
and close, on-the-ground networks took
on even greater importance.

Ashley Taranto

As consumers increasingly look for
wines that align with their values, the topic
of worker treatment will gain visibility.
Pope is convinced that as BIPOC individuals
like her move into more important roles in
the wine industry, they will bring a heightened awareness of labor practices and
“push to have transparency in winemaking applied in equal measure to the human
capital that’s involved. The people working
in the vineyards are part of the ecosystems
we are scrutinizing.” She applauds importers who have done their due diligence, “not
as a way to have plausible deniability,” she
notes, “but as a standard: How many hectares? How many hands?”
Rovine is on board. “By putting our
expectations and production standards on
paper, we’re putting everybody on notice
and creating discussion,” he says. Aware
that some producers may bristle, he is applying the contract to his own company
first, to ensure that his employees are being treated and acting fairly before he asks
others to follow suit.
He believes the risks of pushback are
outweighed by the potential to effect positive change. “As a wine importer,” he says,
“you have incredible power, spending a
huge amount of money. Taking the extra
time to make sure you're spending it in
ways that create equity is very important.”
The natural wine movement has
pushed the conversation about farming much closer to the top of the list of
considerations for a growing number of
wine consumers. Now it has the chance
to do the same thing for the welfare of
winery workers. n
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“Everyone wants to pour
a hand-picked, biodynamic wine for $12 a
glass, but the reality is
that that doesn’t exist
without some level of
labor exploitation.”
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WSWA’S BRAND BATTLE
CONTINUES TO HEAT UP
TEQUILA AND MEZCAL, RTD, AND RUM
WINNERS ANNOUNCED AND CHAMPIONSHIP
TO TAKE PLACE ON SEPTEMBER 14

A
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s summer continues to heat
up, so does the Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of America
(WSWA) 2021 Brand Battle
Tournament. This virtual
pitch competition spotlights
emerging brands, exposing them to expert wholesalers and new customers. Each
Tuesday, selected brands compete in category sessions for a spot in the September
14 championship event.
The tournament kicked off in June
with the vodka and gin category, crowning Du Nord Social Spirits as the winner.
Next up was the tequila and mezcal category. The winner was QM Spirits’
Mezcal Quiéreme Mucho, a land-to-bottle
product 150 years in the making. Rene Paz
Muñozcano, the managing partner of QM
Spirits, shared how the wild agave plants
used in his mezcal are grown on his family’s two haciendas in Oaxaca City–Beneficio Viejo and Guegorene, acquired by his
great-great grandfather who arrived from
Texas with his son. Now, QM Spirits focuses on embracing and supporting the local
environment and the community, while
producing exceptional mezcals packaged
in hand-painted bottles.
The ready-to-drink (RTD) category
has exploded in popularity—and it’s never
been more competitive. According to Dale
Tequila / Mezcal category winner:
Rene Paz Muñozcano, Mezcal
Quiéreme Mucho

RTD category winners: Andrew Rodbell, Post
Meridiem Spirits Co.; and Stéphane Rochefort,
Romeo’s Gin

Stratton, an analyst with SipSource, the
only source for aggregated distributor
depletion data, cocktails continue to lead
growth among all other classes.
Brand Battle’s 2021 RTD tournament
resulted in a tie, with Post Meridiem Spirit
Company and Duvernois Creative Spirit's
Romeo’s Gin RTDs both named winners.
Both brand owners answered questions
from judges on how their products are differentiated on the shelf.
“As an entrepreneur, I value seeing
how people develop their products in different ways,” said Andrew Rodbell, cofounder of Post Meridiem Spirit Company
which only uses authentic ingredients.
“The product ultimately speaks for itself.
I can tell our story all day long, but success is that magic moment when someone
tastes the product and they light up. We
believe that taste is king.”
For the rum category, the focus of
the brands was to change the narrative
about rum for American consumers. The
judges honed in on the use of real ingredients, transparent labeling, and plans
for market expansion and consumer retention. Judges named Campesino “Best
In Rum.”

Hatton Smith II, the founder and
president of Campesino Rum, said, “The
goal of Campesino Rum is to get people
to change their perception of rum by providing them information, education, and
transparency. Campesino wants to be a
purveyor of unique rums from around the
world and highlight the places that they
come from.”
For the contenders, this global stage
represents a pathway to brand success.
Presenting in front of wholesalers allows for a personal connection that could
change the trajectory of their business.
The 2021 Brand Battle has four category competitions left: Wine; low- and
no-alcohol; whiskey, bourbon, and scotch;
and cordials. Visit www.wswa.org/brandbattle to learn more about past competitions and register for future ones. n

Rum category winner: Hatton Smith,
Campesino Rum

BAR
TALK

SHOWCASING
KENTUCKY’S
FINEST
KARLA GREEN, BARTENDER FOR THE
NEW FIVE BROTHERS BAR & KITCHEN AT
THE HEAVEN HILL BOURBON EXPERIENCE
BY ALIA AKKAM

For Green, who joined Heaven Hill in
2018 as the mixologist at ON3 inside the
Evan Williams Bourbon Experience in
nearby Louisville, Five Brothers is another
chance to illuminate Heaven Hill brands,
particularly its “multitude of whiskeys,
including our cult classics,” she explains.
“The Mellow Corn and Bottled in Bond, for
example, are beloved by whiskey fanatics.”
Beyond the array of whiskies, Green
has created a small but compelling cocktail menu that underscores the spirit’s
versatility and is designed to engage even
the novice among whiskey drinkers.

Reimagined Classics Showcase
Whiskey’s Versatility
At the 13-seat Five Brothers bar, Green
uses cocktails to highlight whiskey’s versatility. Her overarching goal is to “show
customers how whiskey can work in any
cocktail. I want them to drink one of ours,
think it’s fantastic, and then recreate it at
home with little effort.”
Along with go-tos like the Old- Fashioned, Manhattan, and Whiskey Sour,
Green puts seasonal riffs in the spotlight, “taking everyone’s favorite drinks

LEFT: Five Brothers Bar & Kitchen at the Heaven Hill
Bourbon Experience // ABOVE: Bartender Karla Green.

“I didn’t want to be too
exclusive or intimidating
with these offerings.
Ultimately, we want to let
customers know just how
accessible whiskey is.”
– Karla Green

and turning them on their heads by using
whiskey.” The Summer Sermon, for instance, reimagines the Mai Tai with Elijah
Craig Small Batch, Curaçao, lime, orgeat,
and grated nutmeg.
“You can’t substitute just any whiskey
for another spirit,” says Green. “I love
the Elijah Craig as a replacement for
classic rum specifically because of its 8to 12-year-old aging and nice vanilla and
caramel notes.” Easy-drinking cocktails
like this also “help bring people who
aren’t yet whiskey fans to the other side
of the stage.”

Optimizing for Visitor Crowds
Green worked to optimize the cocktail
program for the high-volume setting,
which accommodates around 100 patrons.
“To make sure the cocktails are flawless, I
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arlier this summer, Heaven Hill
Distillery unveiled the Heaven
Hill Bourbon Experience
in Bardstown, Kentucky, a
$19-million revamp and expansion of
the pioneering Bourbon Heritage Center
that originally opened in 2004 as one of
the first visitor centers on the Kentucky
Bourbon Trail. Among the highlights
of the now more than 30,000-squarefoot interactive, educational hub is
Five Brothers Bar & Kitchen, helmed by
bartender Karla Green.
Complete with a scenic rooftop overlooking Heaven Hill’s rickhouses and a
lounge flaunting a unicorn case of historic
bottles and artifacts, Five Brothers is a
bar (the restaurant component will make
its debut in 2022) that doubles as an eyeopening tourist destination, providing another glimpse into Kentucky’s distinctive
bourbon culture.

wanted to start with a fun list like this that
doesn’t require many steps in the background,” she says.
However, Green hand-picked her team
to find experienced bartenders—some
have been making drinks for over 30
years—and she prizes a bartender’s “sense
of ownership and creative expression.”
Once Five Brothers eases into a comfortable routine, she envisions letting them
dream up concoctions of their own for the
menu.

Encouraging Exploration
Through Flights
Flights are common options in tasting
rooms, but Green wanted to go a step
further to curate the half-ounce pours
she offers at Five Brothers. The Glory
Days, featuring J.W. Dant Bottled in Bond,
J.T.S. Brown, and Fighting Cock, highlights “starter brands that have been in
the background for many years and are in

• THE CONFIDENT CONFIDANT
Ingredients:
1 ¼ oz JW Dant
1 oz PAMA
1 oz tart cherry juice
1 oz all-natural strawberry purée
⅓ oz fresh lime juice
2 bar spoons of bourbon
black-cherry grenadine
(Evan Williams)

the midst of a revival thanks to a group of
fanboys and fangirls,” she explains.
Guests can also experience age-designated whiskeys with Aged to Perfection, a
lineup of Old Fitzgerald VVS 16-Year-Old,
Elijah Craig 18-Year-Old, and Evan Williams
23-Year-Old. “I didn’t want to be too exclusive or intimidating with these offerings,”
adds Green. “Ultimately, we want to let customers know just how accessible whiskey is.”

Using Warm Hospitality 		
to Educate
The Heaven Hill Bourbon Experience
welcomes new visitors every day, so the
Five Brothers team prioritizes making all
guests feel comfortable and welcome. “My
bartending philosophy is to treat everyone like you’ve known them forever,” says
Green. “Bartenders have direct experiences with customers, and they need to know
that when they see me or a team member,
they can trust us.”

Method: Long shake, strain, top with
strawberry Perrier and garnish with
cherry and sage sprig.

Green speaks from experience:
When she first moved to Kentucky in
2016, the Wisconsin native wasn’t wellversed in whiskey. But armed with a
graduate degree in English from the
University of North Florida, she had a
knack for research and diligently dove
into her studies.
“If you’re from Kentucky, bourbon
might be in your blood, but I feel like a lot
of tourists are where I was—at the beginning of their journey,” she explains. “We
aren’t pretentious; this is a place where
customers can comfortably begin a conversation by sharing how little they know.”
Tourist numbers are gradually ramping up in Kentucky, but Green acknowledges that fewer crowds has brought its
own rewards: “When I have a line of 25
to 30 people on a busy weekend, I don’t
always have the time to make a personal
connection. Now I’ve had a chance to meet
and talk to our guests.” ■

• JOHN E. FITZ BLITZ
Ingredients:
1 ¾ oz Larceny Small Batch
½ oz Domaine de Canton
¾ oz fresh lime juice
¾ oz Zulka simple syrup
Method: In a glass, gently press 8-10
large mint leaves with muddler.
Build all ingredients in glass,
add ice and top with club soda.

Garnish with mint, lime wheel,
and rock candy.

SUMMER
COCKTAILS

THE MIONETTO ITALIAN 75
2 oz Mionetto Prestige Prosecco
DOC Organic
1 oz gin
1½ oz lemon juice
2 dashes elderflower liqueur
Method: Pour all ingredients into a
large white wine glass filled with ice
and give it a gentle stir. Garnish with a
lemon wheel and sprig of mint.

KIWEEN SOUR
¼ oz Absinthe Absente
1 oz Homemade aquavit
½ oz Rosemary Mint
½ oz Thai Basil
½ oz Fresh lime juice
1 egg white
1 kiwi to muddle
Garnish with a slice of kiwi
and sage.

1½ oz Hendrick’s Lunar Gin
½ oz blue Curaçao
¾ oz fresh lemon juice
½ oz simple syrup
Garnish with orange twist
Method: Combine ingredients in cocktail shaker and shake
with ice. Fine strain into a cocktail glass and garnish with an
orange twist and edible flowers.

CLASSIC EVAN SOUR
2 oz Evan Williams 1783
Small Batch Bourbon
¾ oz lemon juice
¾ oz simple syrup

LEFT OVER WINE SOUR
1½ oz Espolòn Blanco
1 oz rose wine syrup
(1:1 wine to sugar)
1 oz lemon juice
1 tsp orange marmalade
Method: Combine
ingredients in tin, add ice
and shake. Strain into a
coupe. Garnish with a
lemon wheel.

Method: Combine all ingredients
in a mixing tin over ice and shake.
Pour over fresh ice in a rocks
glass and garnish with a slice of
orange and a maraschino cherry.
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The Great Reopening
is underway here in Maryland

BY TEDDY DURGIN

The on-premise side of the industry has taken punch after punch since the
onset of COVID-19. With restrictions lifting, restaurant and bar proprietors
face many obstacles on the road 'back to normal'.

R

estrictions are being lifted and
people are once again venturing
out to stores and entertainment,
attending live events, and (of
course) eating and drinking out.
Ellicott City has been part of this comeback, but that’s no surprise. The historic district of this Howard County suburb has been
in comeback mode for several years now,
having weathered the devastating effects
of not one, but two deadly and destructive
floods that happened pre-pandemic.
Among those who have survived and
come out on the other side is restaurateur
Mark Hemmis. But the combined experiences have changed him, changed his business. The owner of the old Phoenix Empori-
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um sold his leasehold interest in that Ellicott
City bar and restaurant in the spring of 2019
and subsequently purchased Ellicott Mills
Brewing Company further up Main Street.
A new eating and drink place was subsequently born . . . Phoenix Upper Main.
And then the pandemic hit, and everything went to Hell again. But Hemmis and
his staff successfully navigated the COVID
era’s highs and lows. “There was a COVID
spike back in November-December,” he recalled, “which certainly had a dramatic impact on people’s willingness to go out and
venture into restaurants and bars. When we
got through that, we were then in the middle of winter. So, our outdoor seating was
(continued on page 28)
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widely unused except for an occasional day
or two when it was palatable to eat outside.
As we came to the spring, though, you could
see that people really wanted to return. We
have this outdoor seating because of the
permit Howard County so graciously issued.
As the weather has gotten better, our business has increased and that’s coincided with
people getting vaccinated. And as the restrictions have eased up, we’ve seen even
more of a willingness to eat indoors, too.
The restaurant is now filling up inside.”
Problems, though, linger. As the Beverage Journal conducted this interview in early July, Phoenix Upper Main and other competing businesses in Old Ellicott City were
still having staffing problems. “We have
been unable to go to 100 percent indoors,”
Hemmis lamented. “Our tables in our main
dining room upstairs are still six feet apart
because we don’t have enough employees

to accommodate full-on dining when our
outdoors is open.”
Some changes that occurred during the
pandemic have also lingered. “Our food
runners are still wearing masks,” he noted.
“Our kitchen staff is also still wearing masks
when they’re preparing food. That’s out of
an abundance of caution more than anything. Yes, it’s for visual effect. But it’s important to reassure our customers that we’re

still taking COVID protocols seriously. I am
not 100 percent sure it’s necessary. But it
makes customers feel more at ease, and my
staff is comfortable doing it. You have to respect all customers, including those that still
don’t feel comfortable. There is still a portion of the population that is at risk. There
are still people who aren’t vaccinated, there
are still children, and there are still people
who are caring for the elderly. You want to
show them the same respect you show the
rest of your customers.”
One thing that hasn’t changed is Hemmis’ steady hand at the wheel. He acknowledges that “change” has been the biggest
test of his leadership. “At the very beginning,” he stated, “we had our barstools
roped off, and we had an alleyway taped on
the floor that was a path for people to use
the restrooms when they could only eat outside. Every time we made changes to that,
changed the restrictions, changed the way
we did business, there is resistance that had
to be overcome. Staff appreciates knowing what to expect. So, for example, when
we decided to allow minimal bar seating or
when we brought tables inside or when we
switched from using ketchup packets to using bottles of ketchup, both customers and
staff had to be reassured that we’re being
safe and that this is the right decision.”
It’s helped that he is in a much bigger
restaurant space now than he would have
been if he were still running the old Phoenix
Emporium. Ellicott City’s flood mitigation
(continued on page 30)
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plan left him little choice but to move his
business up Main Street. He has no regrets.
“I’m learning and growing,” Hemmis said.
“I am learning how to manage a larger staff
and I’m learning how to delegate, because
there’s been a LOT more things added to
my plate. Fortunately, I have a staff that is
extraordinarily well qualified. Part of my job
now is to enable them to make decisions
and support them when they do.”
He added, “Did I make some wrong
decisions? Probably. We had a couple of
COVID scares in-house. You’d have a parttime employee test positive, and we had to
shut down to get everybody tested. It’s an
easy decision, but it’s a difficult one when
it means closing on a Friday, Saturday, Sunday. Hopefully, I got most of the decisions
right.”
It’s also helped that customers are genuinely thrilled to be returning to some of their
favorite haunts in Old Ellicott City. In addition to Phoenix Upper Main, people are
re-discovering such still-in-business eateries
as The Judge’s Bench, Manor Hill Tavern,
Georgia Grace Café, and more. Unfortunately, though, not a whole lot more.
Hemmis concluded, “I’m excited to see
what happens next. I think we are due for an
explosion of business, and -- like everyone
else -- we are trying to add staff to accom-
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THE
FIND
S P OT L I G HT
The question lately is: What beverage alcohol
product ISN’T packaged in cans? This month, we
feature some of the latest, eye-catching offerings.

ON CANS

CRAFT IN A CAN

FRESH BACARDI CANS

Bacardi Rum is expanding its range of canned cocktails with three new
flavors and its first variety pack: Bahama Mama, Mojito, and Sunset
Punch (Sunset Punch exclusively available as part of the new variety
pack). The tropical trio joins the range that launched last year: Lime &
Soda, Limon & Lemonade, and Rum Punch. Bahama Mama and Mojito
Cocktails are available in four-packs of 355mL cans with a 5.9% ABV for
an SRP of $12.99, while the variety pack is available in packs of six 355ml
cans, consisting of Rum Punch, Mojito, and Sunset Punch at $16.99.

APERITIVO TIME

Luxardo, the Italian liqueur producer, has launched a canned cocktail line
to the U.S. for its 200th anniversary. The drinks—Aperitivo Spritz (Luxardo
Aperitivo liqueur and sparkling water); Bianco Spritz (Luxardo Bitters
with sparkling water and natural flavors); and Sour Cherry Gin and Tonic
(Luxardo Sour Cherry flavored gin and sparkling water)—are all 10% ABV
and come in 250ml cans with a $19.99 SRP per four-pack. Luxardo canned
cocktails are produced by Hotaling & Co.

Drifter Craft is a new canned cocktail collection created in
collaboration with three leading bartenders, available in three
varieties: Spicy Margarita, Passion Fruit Caipirinha, and Moscow
Mule. Co-founded by Pete Nevenglosky, Nate Whitehouse, and
Jeff Diego, the team behind Drifter Spirits, Avuá Cachaça, and
Svöl Aquavit, the drinks were formulated by bartenders Nico
de Soto (Mace, New York and Danico, Paris), Mariena Mercer
Boarini (Wynn, Las Vegas), and Michael Neff (The Cottonmouth
Club, Los Angeles). The canned cocktails come in at 7% ABV
with an SRP of $19.99 for a four-pack.

“ALL MINE,” ALL YOURS

Italian wine company Tutto Mio
has released a canned wine
from Emilia-Romagna. Meaning
“all mine” in Italian, Tutto Mio
is a naturally effervescent,
fruit-forward, semisweet red
wine, with SRP $15.99 per 250
ml can four-pack and 7.5% ABV.
The slight sweetness allows it
to pair with a variety of savory,
salty meats and cheeses.
The blend of native grapes
undergoes long skin contact
prior to fermentation.

SPARKLING, LEMONY AUSSIE ROSÉ

Roseade, a ready-to-drink rosé-wine-based spritzer, launched
in the U.S. market recently following its creation in 2018 in
Australia, at Chirping Bird
Winery. A combination of rosé,
lemonade, and spritz imported
via Concurrent Wines,
Roseade is packaged in 250ml
cans showcasing its whimsical
logo of Lenny the Lemon
lounging in the sunshine
designed to capture attention
on shelf. Roseade is available
in single cans and four-packs,
with 8% ABV and an SRP of
$16.99 per four-pack.
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